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The Much Maligned Relationship between Volatility and Risk

Unlike the money and debt markets, the future outcomes of investing in

equities are uncertain and as such considerably riskier. Faced therefore
with no sure and easy way to make good returns without increasing risk,

equity investors must strive to find the risk/return ratios that suit them
best. However finding that right balance is often fogged by the general

interpretation of just one word, "volatility" as Michael Covel points out on
page 91 of his book Trend Following: How Great Traders Make Millions
in Up or Down Markets:

"Volatility is a four-letter word to many investors, who run away at the
very hint of it. Volatility scares them silly, even though any algebra
student could quickly analyze any historical data series of any mar-
ket and see that the volatility is to be expected and indeed necessary
to make profits."

As prudent investors equate higher volatility with increased risk they pre-
fer to avoid such stocks per se in the belief that those of lower variabili-
ty are safer. The function used to measure the degree of variance is stan-
dard deviation (Std Dev), which calculates the dispersion of data around
their mean (average) value as a way of indicating the inherent uncertain-
ty of stocks. But is volatility measurement a truly reliable proxy for risk as
lots of investors understand it? To see what I mean let's take a look at
standard deviation a bit closer.

Any dispersion of stock returns will
statistically conform to a normal
bell-shaped distribution curve, its
symmetry being caused by a high
concentration of returns around
the mean value that fall away to
the outer limits of the distribution.
Statistically, this tells us that 34%
of the time returns should fall with-
in one standard deviation either on
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the positive or negative side of the mean value and that similarly 95%o ot
the time returns will fall within two standard deviations. Therefore, logi-
cally speaking, the tighter the cluster of prices around the mean the
smaller the risk of loss should be, as well as the smaller the "risk" of gain!

Why Misreading Volatility can increase Risk

However, although this model looks neat and reassuring, investors may
forget two key considerations; firstly, that normal distributions show risk
of loss as symmetrically opposite "long" volatility, and secondly, that
standard deviation is indifferent to price direction. To illustrate these two
very important points take a look at the two fictional stocks in this chart
and ask yourself which is the riskier stock.

lmmediately you can see the stock A is riskier than stock B, but
1. As stock As losses are linear it does not conform to a normal

distribution, and is caused by a 5 dollar fall per interval. Consequently

standard deviation registers zero variance around its mean in

spite of the fact that its price fell 70%.
2. Stock B on the other hand has a "long" volatility value of 6.87o,

caused by strong, non-linear price rises that produced aTOVo
gain without its price ever having fallen once!

Even though the examples clearly show that standard deviation
can produce unexpected signals that can make it an unreliable
proxy for assessing risk, all too often investors and traders alike
instinctively shun stocks that they deem to be generically too
volatile in favor of those of lesser volatility.

Of course, you may say that this illustration is purely theoretical
and reality is something else. But is it? The following table com-
pares the respective standard deviations of Dell lnc. and Hanson
Natural Corp from December 31,2OO4, to November 20,2009.ilqEqEM4Edq@TililryEilEilEEE
Consistent with the above example, Dell's standard deviation
leads to the inconect inference that it is a safer bet than Hanson,
but in the 1,240 trading days analyzed, Dell declined 66% in price,
whereas Hanson's stock gained 6780/o.
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Figure 1 - Dell lnc. Period Dec 31, 2(X)4 to Nov 20, 2(X)9
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Figure 2 - Hanson Natural Gorp. Period Dec 31, 20O{ to Nov 20' 2fi19

The reason for these results lies in the ranges of variance; for Dell,
it is the essentially negative dispersion around the mean of returns
between $42.14 and $14.29 and for Hanson the positive disper-
sion between $4.55 and $35.42, with the latter producing a much
wider distribution round its average. Of course one might say that
Dell is considered safer because it has most of its correction
behind it, making its price more attractive, but this must be
considered weak as for the most part price action is dependent on
future earnings growth, and in 2010 Dell's earnings are forecasted
to be minus 260/o, whereas Hanson's 2010 earnings are
forecasted to be 13% positive!
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The main weaknesses of standard deviation's usability are that it says

nothing about a stock's position or direction relative to its mean value

and thlt the basis of its calculation is hardly ever stated. Without this

for investors is not playing it safe, but relying too much on a statisti-

cal function without fully understanding its purpose, its inherent

weaknesses and of course its strengths.

lnuestment Gorner
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As there are several categories of investment
styles, each Grail stock will be analyzed in
aCcordance with a stated style or strategy, i.e.

Momentum lnvestor, Value lnvestor, etc.

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Computer Software & Svs - Application Software
p/e 6rowtn Investor: By thls strategy SXCI ls consldered a

SXC tteatn Solutions CorP. (SXO)

'fast grower"
L660/o
2Lo;io

sXC Health solutions corp. is a provider of pharmacy benefit

management (PBM) services and heahhcare lT (HCIT) solutions to

the healthcare benefit management industry. The Gompany's

product offerings and solutions combine a range of PBM software

applications, alplication service provider (ASP) processing and

p'h"ttt"y nenetit management services, and professional services

designed for the organizations in the pharmaceutical supply chain,

"r"ti "r 
pharmacy benefit managers, managed care .organizations,

self-insured empioyer groups, retail pharmacy chains, and state

and federal government entities. The company's PBM services

include electronic point-of-sale pharmacy claims management,

retail pharmacy network management, mail seruice pharmacy

claims management, specialty pharmacy claims management'

Medicare part o services, benefit design consultation, preferred

drug management programs, drug review and analysis, consulting

se,ii"es, dita access,lnd reporting and information analysis-

DTSCLNMER: The above financial data is for informational purposes
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it explicitly not a recommendation made by IMCZ' which
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be held liabie for its accuracy and that any purchase and/or

sale of securities in whatever form based on this information is entire'

ly at the reader's own risk.

The Prlce/Earnlngs Wlth a P/E of 37.5
ratlo (P/E) relatlve to and an eamlngs
the average of the 3, growth rate of
4 and 5 yearEt€ 32.5% thePEG
growth rates. ratio i6 1.16.

A P/E ratlo below 40
for sales under $ 1

billlon.

Eaminp growth
b€tr^r€en 2Oq6 and
50?!, based on thc
averrge of the 3' 4
and 5 year EPS
grou/ttr ratas.

Equity to be 3 to l0
trrnes debt.

Free Cash Flort/Priae
ratio above 359b'

Net @sh/Prlce ratio
above 30s.6. (N€t
cash eguals cash +
marketable securftles
- long term debt.)

sales are $1.3
brllion and lts P/E
ratio is 37.5.

EPS grorvth is 3296
bas.d on th€
.vcrrgE o! thc _ pASg
averagF of the 3, 4
and 5 yeargrowth
rittca.

SXCI'S ratlo is
10.39|/o meets thls
measure

ThF ratlo ls too low
to add to the
attractivcncss of
the stock

This ratio is too low
to add to th€
attractlveness of
the stock.


